
DULVERTON  ANGUS 

BULL DISPLAY  DAY 
Wednesday 26th June 2019, 10:00am – 3:30pm 

Shannon Vale Station 
 

Relax and take a stroll through the  
72 “N” Rising 2 year old Dulverton Angus Sale Bulls  

from 10:00am, Morning Tea and Lunch provided. 
             

Greg, Sal and Tim will be available to answer any questions regarding the Bulls -  
Breeding, Feeding and Treatments.  

Rachel will be mixing and feeding weaners, she will join us for the afternoon.  
Fiona will organise Catalogues for you and assist you to find what you are looking for.  

THE BULLS 

This year the draft comprises four (4) main SIRE LINES-: 
 

ESSELMONT LOTTO L3. Lotto is represented by fourteen (14) sons.  
 
We are very excited with the job Lotto has done and is doing. Last year his four (4) Yearlings averaged 
$8,750. The Lottos are moderate framed, easy doing thick bodied bulls with ideal skin and hair type.    
Lotto’s progeny have the most amazingly quiet temperaments. Don’t miss the opportunity to check out 
the Lotto “Numbers”! 
 
The Lotto progeny in the Angus Young Sire Program have scanned super for marbling. So too, here at 
Dulverton. We have just scanned 108 female “N” replacements including fourteen (14) Lotto’s, five of 
these daughters recorded IMF%’s of 8.0% and above. 

Lot 9  

Dulverton New Approach N110 

TE MANIA KILKENNY K912 Thirteen (13) sons have made the sale and thirteen (13)  
daughters have been retained.  
 
No doubting K912 will promote extra body length, he will improve Muscle to Bone ratio and hence  
Saleable Retail Yield, his progeny exhibit the preferred flatter type bone. We do anticipate his first set of 
heifers will calve easy and exhibit adequate milk. 
 
Be sure to take a close look at our favourite Kilkenny son - N38, he ratioed 102 for Growth, EMA and  
IMF%, plus measured 40cm Scrotal in his management group of 43. Dick Whale graded him a 7. 



DULVERTON JACKPOT J267 Six (6) Sons have made the Sale and nine (9) daughters have 
been retained.  
It is our belief that-: “the only reason to produce BEEF is to Satisfy the Eating Quality Expectations of 
the Consumer each and every time they partake, Price Competitively”.  
Isn’t it great when a plan works, Jackpot J267 in Cohort 6 of the Angus Sire Benchmarking Programme 
ranked Two (2) of forty one (41), for MSA Index, he actually produces “THE BEEF PEOPLE CAN EAT”, 
will he enhance Price Competitiveness? Well, yes, he should, his progeny averaged 14.7 mm for carcass 
measured Rib Fat, so fatness ideal-: 
 not too much so as to reduce Saleable Retail Yield - Yield the most important contributor to Price at 

the retail shelf  
 not too lean so as to negatively impact on the two Fat Dependent Eating Quality Traits JUICINESS 

and FLAVOUR D. JACKPOT J267’s sons and daughters are structurally very sound and exhibit the 
preferred soft, slick hair and pliable skin. 

Lot 18 
Dulverton Nimble Foot N130 

CARABAR GUN SMOKE J134. Gun Smoke has fourteen (14) sons in this year’s Sale. Gun 
Smoke has a super high retention rate, he truly “stamps” his progeny, last year twenty three (23) sons made 
our Sale, he ended up with the second highest Sire Line average. They are long bodied, very easy doing 
types with ideal muscle : bone ratio - he promotes Saleable Yield. 
 
Locomotion is a feature of his progeny as is their ideal skin and hair pattern. Perhaps his most valuable  
asset is his Calving Ease : Growth attribute, check out the data re these traits for N40 and N108. 

Lot 51 

Dulverton Nijinsky N250 

We look forward to catching up at the Dulverton Angus 

BULL DISPLAY DAY - WEDNESDAY 26/06/19  

Greg Chappell - 0427 298 527 


